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Abstract. The aeroservoelastic properties of a new class of adaptive aeronautical 
surfaces are detailed. These new active surfaces use the newly invented Flexspar 
configuration which employs a high-strength main spar around which an 
aerodynamic shell is pivoted. Within the aerodynamic shell, a piezoelectric actuator 
is mounted with one end bonded rigidly to the spar and the other attached to a 
point on the sheiL As the piezoelectric element is energized, the pitch angle of the 
shell is changed. Adjacent to the piezoelectric element, a sensor is used to 
determine the position of the sheIL A simple feedback loop connecting the sensor 
and actuator provides a high degree of stability. Inertial and aerodynamic coupling 
are minimized by collocating the pitch axis, aerodynamic center and center of 
gravity. Laminated plate theory estimations are used with basic kinematic 
expressions for relating piezoelectric flexure to shell pitch angle change. Wind 
tunnel test results demonstrate that stable deflections up to ±11 = are possible. By 
using an adaptive positioning system, the aerodynamic shell may be moved with 
respect to the main spar. This modification lends aeroservoelastic characteristics to 
the system. Accordingly, as the quarter-chord of the shell is moved forward of the 
pitch axis, small pitch deflections are effectively magnified with increasing air 
speed. Experimental testing of an aeroservoelastically coupled wing specimen 
showed magnification of pitch deflections from ±1 F to ±16' and good correlation 
with theory. 

o original or base conditionsNomenclature 
s substrate 
tot total 

A,B,D extensional, coupling and 
bending stiffness mau'ices 

C mean geometric chord 
1. Introduction 

Iift coefficientCL Flight control has been one of the major concerns of 
lift curve slope CLr, aviation enthusiasts since the invention of the first aircraft. 
pitch axis--quarter chord eccentricity e The dawn of controlled flight saw early aviators shifting 

E3 through thickness electric field weight and pulling wires to steer their crafts. In these early 
longitudinal and transverse element stiffness £L.Er days, various types of twisting, all-moving and flapped 

K rotational stiffness wing sections were used to manipulate air loads. As time 
I length of Flexspar component progressed, the control surfaces became more sophisticated 
q dynamic pressure and today aircraft designers have an impressive array 
R control effectiveness ratio of actuators, materials and surface designs which may 
5 stabilator surface area be used. One of the newer types of control surface 
t thickness actuators uses adaptive materials. In many ways, adaptive 
V air speed flight control surfaces are novel, modern devices which 

base angle of attack are unique and new; however, such structures have 
aeroservoelastic angle of attack been in flight for more than 270 million years in the 
ijth laminate curvature animal world. Because the adaptive actuators and the 
i th direction actuator free strains aircraft structure are intimately integrated, flight control by 
active pitch angle (with no using camber and twist changes (as with bird wings) are 
aeroservoelastic magnification) possible. In 1989, the first of these adaptive aerodynamic 

studies was conducted on a series of bending-twist and Subscripts 
a actuator extension-twist coupled aerodynamic plates. Crawley et 

at [I] successfully showed that piezoelectric elementsb bond 
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Fl:;Jure 1. Typical Flexspar main spar and active element (from TOW missile of [23]). 

could actively bend or acti vely extend these coupled 
plates. As a result, twist motions would be generated 
which would, in turn, alter the loading across the span 
of the plate. Following this early work, a number of 
experimenters showed that piezoelectric actuators could be 
integrated into aerodynamic surfaces to induce twist and 
amber changes. Many of tb s studies were centered on 

vibration am Iioration and flutter ·uppression. However, 
many technologists continued to explore different types of 
aeroelastic control [2-5]. Various control schemes were 
devised for using skin-bonded elements to change the 
camber and twist of wings. The effects of wing sweep 
on active aeroservoelastic perf< rmance were included by 
Ehl Land Weisshaar [6). At about the same time, 
a new manufacturing method for piezoelectric elements 
was discovered which w(luld lend highly orthotropic 
characteristic. to other ise isotropic piezoelectric sheets. 
These directionally attached piezoelectric (DAP) clements 
were shown Lo have orthotropy ratios in exc ss of 50 [7}. 
Accon:lingl ,several experiments were conducted t show 
that inherent structural Or geometric coupling (as was the 
case with the bending-twist or extension-twi t aerodynamic 
surfaces) was no longer ne essary to induce acti vc twist 
deflections in flight control surfaces. Instead, the DAP 
elements could be arranged so as to generate dir ctly a 
rorsional shear flow which would result in a twist deflection. 
The first of these studies wa conducted on helicopter rotor 
blades [7-91 Although only small static twist deflections 
were generated (±O.I~ at 600 V mm- I ), the principles of 
active blade twist manipulation were prov.en. Six years 
of foUow-on work have since been conducted in the area 
of acli ve helicopter rotor blade twist manipulation [10
12). The culmination of this tireless endeavor has been 
an Improvement in statjc twist deflection to nearly ±O.2~ 

at 600 V mm- I [13]. Because these twist I vels are so 
Jaw, many investigators have lonked into high-authority 
actuators for a greater degree of control. One of the 
most common high-authority device has been the active 
servoflap. Conceived in 1989 by Sp ngler and Hall, 
the active s rvoflap has demonstrated high lift coefficient 

changes in a small packag [14]. This device performs 

admirably_ jn attached flow as is found in helicopters; 

however, at high angles of attack, like those experienced 

by missile,', the surface locks in a hard-over deflection. 

Accordingly \ flight control devices for mis iles and other 

vehicles which use low aspect ratio surfaces need another 

typ" of adaptive surface design for flight control. 

In early 199 J, a new type of missile flioht control 

surface was invented [9]. This device employed a twist

active DAP torque plate which was bonded to a st.ructurally 
stiff main spar. Tests showed that relatively large static 

pitch deflections (±4.5°) could be generated [15,16}. 

Although deflections of this order of magnitUde are fine for 

many types of night control, still higher dcJ1ection Ie Is arc 
needed for many applications. Accordingly, an initial st.udy 

into aeroelastic tailoring of torque plate ftns was made in 

1992 [17, 18J. This early st.udy demonstrated that air loads 

could success-fully be used to magnify pitch detlections. 
Unfortunately, along with pitch angle magnification came 

divergence. As a result, all of the subsequent torque 

platc research has bcen on control surface' which ar not 

aeroelasticaLly coupled. Still, significant advances have 

been made without coupling. 

Among these advances have been the invention of the 

free-spar torque plate fin (19,20] and the Flex'par fin 

21]. The free-spar design has shown lh highest pitch 

deflection levels of any torque plate configuration, up to 

±Sc with a break frequency in excess of 50 Hz. This 

pr totype 5" span by 2" chord graphite-cpoxy tin exhibiled 

Slable deflections with air speed and no flu ler, buffet r 

divergence tendencies [19-21 J. Because still greater pitch 

deflections are necessary for many type. of missiles, a 
new type of actuator configuration dubbed the Flexspar 

was invented. Accordingly, this paper will lay Dul the 

fundamentals of the F1ex..spar configuration and present data 
01 a new type of active aeroservoelastic lalloring method. 
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Figure 3. Adaptive shell-positioning Flexspar arrangement. 

Shell-Joint Flexspar Tip-Joint Flexspar 

2. Tip-joint Flexspar design and modelling 

The Flexspar design is based an a single bimarph aclUator 
which drives an aerodynamic shell in pitch. Within the 
aerodynamic shell, a structurally stiff main spar provides 
support for a pair of piVOL~ which form a rotational axis. 
F r subsonic applications. the main spar, c nler of gravity 
and aerodynamic center are usually collocated along the 
quarter-chord of the aerodynamic shell. The base of the 
bimorph bender is rigidly fixed to the main spar. while the 
tip is joined to the shell. Figure I ~hows a typical main 
spar and bimorph actuator prior to structural integration. 

There are two main configuration, of Flexspar fins. 
The first. the ~hell-joint Flexspar has a bimorph bender 
clement which is rigidly bonded to the main spar and 
connects to the shell in a chordiwise direction. This 
configuration is generally used for high-stiff ess low
deflection applications. The second configuration is the 

tip-joint Flexspar. This uses a bimorph bender element 
which is mounted at the root of the fixed base and connects 
to the tip of the movable shell. ~-tuch larger d llections arc 
attainable from the tip-joint configuration. Figure 2 shows a 
typical tip-joint configuTation with geometric nomenclature 
for analysis. 

2.1. Tip-joint Flexspar 

Laminated plate theory has been used to l\nalyse adaptiv 
plate structures successfully [or several decades. U. ing the 
conventiunallaminated plat theory 3.'.isumptioM laid out by 
]cmes [25J lhe element curvature may be estimated. If one 
examines the balance of extemaUy applied moments and 
forces (ex), those applied by the. actumor (a) and thennally 
induced forces and moments (l). then the static hehavior of 
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Figure 4. Actuator beam flexural test results. 

the laminate may be described as follows: 

where 

N = f adz M = f azdz. 

For an unloaded, simple bender configuration composed 
of symmetric isotropic conventionally attached actuator 

sheets, equation (I) can be decomposed into its 
components. Considering an elevated temperature cure, 
the axial compressive stresses in the actuator sheets and 
the tensile stresses in the substrate may be considerable. 
Equation (2) shows the relationship between this bending 
curvature, K, axial strain, E, thermally induced axial strains 
and the active bending induced by antisymmetric actuation 
of the piezoceramic sheets. 

[All ;A 12 D ~ D I2 tm {;}
II 

=[AII;AI2 DII~DJJa{a~TL 

[AII;AI2 DJJ~DI21{a~TL (2) 

I+ [ B
j 
I~ 

12 
B J BI21 { }B ; ~ . 

Assuming that a finite bond line with low stiffness connects 

a pair of piezoceramic sheets to an isotropic substrate, then 
the longitudinal curvature of the actuator element, KI J, is 

as follows: 

2) /[E5 t; ((ts+2tb)2 ta 
KJ I = Ea(tsta + 2tbta + ta A 1'2 + Ea 2 

2 2 3)] . (3)+~t5f + 2tb ) ta + 3ta 

If one considers the elevated temperature cure without 
premature resin cure, then the laminate strain can be 
estimated as follows: 

2Ec,taaa6.T + E,t,a.\.6.T
E= (4)

2Eata + Est, 

If the geometry of figure 2 is used in conjunction 
with the estimation for laminate curvature of equation (3), 
then the total rotational deflection, ¢, may be obtained. 
Considering the geometry of figure 2, an estimate of how 

far the tip of the bender element moves ",ithout considering 
vertical motion due to curvature is given by: 

(5) 

By including vertical height reduction and considering 
an ideal slip joint at the tip connector, the pitch angle, ¢, 
may be estimated as a function of bimorph curvature, K, 

and geometry. 

. -I [{ I - cos(Kln ) ( Sin(Klo))¢ = 2 SIn + 10 - --'
K 10/ K 

x sin(Klo) }/211 (6) 

2.2. Shell-joint Flexspar 

If the bimorph element is tilted 90° (horizontal) from that 
shown in figure 2, and bonded to the shell of the stabilator, 
then a comparatively stiff, low-deflection actuator may be 
built. Borrowing the dimensional notation from figure 2, 
and using the bimorph curvature estimation of equation (3), 

the shell-joint pitch angle may be obtained from 

_) [{ I - cos(Klo) ( _sin--'----(K---"--lo))
¢ = tan + 10",

K K 

x sin(Klu ) } /lu1",]. (7) 

Examination of equation (7) shows that the deflections 

will be considerably smaller than those obtained for the 

tip-joi nt Flexspar configuration. 

3. Control surface design and construction 

As with earlier torque plate and Flexspar investigations, 
PZT-5H piezoceramic sheets were used to power the 
aerodynamic surface. Figure 3 shows the overall geometry 
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Figure 5. Flexspar fin pitch angle as a function of actuation frequency. 
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Figure 6. Active aerodynamic characteristics of the uncoupled Flexspar fin. 

of the stabilator with the internal layout of the components. shell positioning barrel was constructed from a 10 mm 
The piezoelectric bender was constructed from a pair of diameter Tinel™ alloy K shape memory aJloy coil which 
7.5 mm PZT sheds bonded to a 2 mm brass substrate was balanced by a conventional spring-steel coil. The 
with Scotchweld™ adhesive tape in a 350 Q F cure under position of the barrel was determined by a helical position 
approximately 8 psi of pressure. The actuator element is sensor which was connected to a closlJd-loop controller. 
2.5" long with the root of the actuator element measuring The aerodynamic shell of figure 3 was constructed with 

0.4" and the tip 0.3" wide. Masterbond™ conducting a fiberglass leading-edge shell up to 30%c and tip shell from 

epoxy was used to make electrical contact with the nickel 85% to 100% of the span. Aft of the leading-edge shell a 

electrod d faces of the PZT sheets. After the cure, the series of graphite ribs made from lk tows was connected to 

element was removed from curing jigs, defJashed and the trailing-edge stiffener. The internal shell structure was 

trimmed to tolerance. A protective root section made covered with Micafilm aerodynamic skinning material. 

of style #l20 fiberglass was added to provide protection 
for the leads and the base of the element. A graphite 4. Control surface testing and aeroelastic 
epoxy extender measuring 1.8" was bonded to the tip tailoring 
of the actuator bimorph and the end of the shell. The 
main spar was constructed \:ith a flexible Nylon hinge The driving element of the Flexspar fin was tested for tip
sandwiched between the structural material. The tip of bending deflection. A laser mirror was mounted on the end 
the shell had a positioning barrel which could move the of the member and the deflections were measured. Figure 4 
aerodynamic shell up to 20%c. The fully contracted shows the test results as compared to the laminated plate 
position of the barrel collocated the fin aerodynamic center theory estimations. 
and the pitch axis. As the barrel was extended, the shell After the flexural characteristics of the actuator were 
moved forward with respect to the pitch axis. This gave verified, basic bench and wind tunnel tests were conducted 
adapti ve aeroservoelastic characteristics to the system. The on the entire fin. The mass moment of inertia of the 
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Figure 7. Aeroservoelastic angle of attack increment as a function of geometry, base conditIons and aerodynamic forces. 
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Figure 8. Eccentricity scheduling for a maximum aeroelastic angle of attack range of ±16-. 

fin structure was detemlincd to be 0,0132 Ibm in- by measurements with laser rotation data. An estimate of 
performin cr a series of tests in a rotation I spring rig. the static d nection was made using equations (l) and (2) 
Dynamic testing showed that the low-defle tion, passive with no aeroelastic coupling (pitch axis and aerodynamic 
rotationol stiffness is approximately 0,0040 in Ib tleg- I • center were colloeat d). The testing was conducted in a 
fioure 5 sbows the r suIts of the dynamic hench testing_ pseudoslatic condition with a 0.5 Hz sine signal driving the 

Bench testing demonstrated a natural frequency of shell in pitch. Figure 6 shows the analytical estimations of 
approximately 13 Hi. Ouri ng testing, the shell pitch pitch dcfkction and the experimental aerodynamic data. 
deflections grew sO high that the fin was restrained by From figure 6, it can be seen that the lin ar 
structural. tops as it approached the natural frequency, This lift curve slope is approximately O.04l/dcg. Because 
resulted in 'blunting' of the resonance peak of ilgure 5, the aerodynamic proflle is symmetric (modified NACA 

A series of aerodynamic tests were conducted on 0012), there is no zero-lift pitching moment about the 
\he Flexspar fin in the 1 ft x 1 ft model scale wind quarter-chord, Furtber, the bench and wind tunnel test 
tunnel at Auburn Univcrsity. Static deflection of the flO Jata are sufficient for prediction of the aeroservoelastic 
was measur d by a position measurement bar mounted charactcri tics. Through a simple moment balance. the 
within the structure and by correlating the electrical acroservoelastic angle of attack increment cx, may be 
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Figure 9. Comparison of steady aeroservoelastic angle of attack for a 5% offset and a scheduled offset as per figure 8. 

Figure 10. Static and dynamic Flexspar fin during wind tunnel testing. 

determined. 

KlOt¢o - qSceCLvCio (8)
qSceCLv - KIOT 

Equation (8) shows that the pitch axis quarter-chord 
ecc ntricily e, active pitch anglG epa, dynamic pressure q, 
and base angle of attack Cio ilave a profound effect on 
the aeroservoelastic angle of attack increment, Cie . ~Jsing 

equation (8) it can be seen that large ~ccentricity can induce 
rapid divergence as shown in figure 7. 

From figure 7, it can be seen that stable aerV';elvoelastic 
deflections cannot be attained by using a conventional 
approach to fin design. Accordingly, a speciab.cd adjusting 
barrel was used to position the aerodynamic shell with 
respect to the pitch axis which is aligned with the main 
spar. This shell manipulation barrel may be contracted or 
extended so as to manipulate the fin eccentricity. Because 
aerodynamic control comes from the active pitch deflection 
epo, it is desirable to magnify this value to increase the 
control power of the system The control effectiveness ratio 
R can be defined as: R = Cie!epo. Because the eccentricity 

may now be scheduled to hold a constant aeroservoelaslic 
angle of attack increment, equation (4) may be rearranged 
to find e. 

K'Ol(R + I) 
e = (9)

7jSCCL• (R CioNo) 
From equation (9), it can be easily seen that at low air 

speed, the eccentricity tends to infinity (ideally). Because 
there are physical limitations in the system, the actual 
eccentricity of a given system will be truncated at a fixed 
level until the dynamic pressure increases. 

A series of experiments was run with the shell 
positioning system activated. Because the uncoupled active 
deflections range up to ± 11 0 and the onset of stall star 
at around ±J6 deflection, the control effectiveness ratio 
may be fixed at R = 1.45. Figure 8 shows actual and ideal 
eccentricity scheduling as a function of wind tunnel speed. 

With the proper eccentricity scheduling in hand. the 
wing was tested to demonstrate the amount of stable 
aeroservoelastic magnification that may be obtained through 
the active positioning system. Figure 9 shows the 
aeroservoeJastic angle of attack of the fin with a fixed 5% 
eccentricity and an appropriately scheduled offset. 
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Throughout the wind tunnellesting, the nn exhibited no 
Autter tendency as it was mass balanced about the guarter
chord of the aerodynamic shell. Also, the fio] experienced 
no buffet a" tile flow over the fin was extremely smooth. 
The tunnel turbulence factor was determined to be less than 
0,04, Figure 10 shows the static and dynamic Flexspar fin 
during wwd tunnel testing, 

5. Conclusions 

This study has shown that laminated plate theory 
and kinematics can successfuUy predict the deflections 
g nerated by Flexspar flIght control surface actuators with 
acroservoelastic tailoring, Experimental model testing 

0showed that pitch deflections up to ± I 1 may be achieved 
with Flexspar control surfaces measuring 4" in span with 
a 3,33" mean geometric chord, Using a shell offset of up 
to 20%, the deflection magnitudes may be increased to and 
held at ± 16° at speeds greater than 25 ft s-J. 
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